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Re: IE.II:FJ
.

50-269/75-2
50-270/73-2
50-287/75-2

Dear Mr. Moseley: ,

In reference to your letter of " arch 10, 1975 which transmitted IE Inspection
Report 50-269, -270, -287/75-2, Duke Power Company does not considar infor- t
mation contained in this report to be proprietary. |

With regard to Details III, paragraph 2, " Reactor Coolant. Flow Anocaly",
Abnormal Occurrence Report A0-287/74-4 submitted on October 22, 1974 provided
infor ation concerning testing which had been and would be perforced on '

My letter of November 26, 1974 supple ented this report and fOconee Unic 3.
stated that the reactor coolant system flow is approximately 112.4 percent ;

A safety evaluation, prepared by the Babcock and Wilcoxof design flow. at thisConpany, has determined that the force generated by the coolant,
is not large enough to cause fuel assembly lif t. An analysis of

flow rate,
two hypothetical incidents - a transient pu=p overspeed generating sufficient
force to compress a fuel assembly holddown spring to its solid heigbt and i
the other, steady state operation with the fuel assetbly lif ted well above

It is concluded that the:c areany predictable licit, have been perforced. It is consideredno safety probic s a-;ociated with either of these incidents.
that the above information is sufficient ta close out this ites.

With regards to Deficiency I.A., it is considered that these items are cinorWe are,
and editorial in nature and do not affect the safety of operatien.
however, continuing to itprove our procedures and our procedural disciplineWe are also placing =cre emphasis on titely ,

to eliminate fur re occurrences. i
and accurate revicws of the cocpleted procedures by responsibic supervision.
The following is our response to the individual ite=s addressed in paragraph
Details II.2.a.

1. TP/2/A/0800/2, Step 8.3 was not signed off. ;

,I
.

Response:
|

Step 8.3, identified as a prerequisite system condition, states that
,
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.whinever group 8 is maintaining zero i= balance, the initial condition
it incore imbalance 0 + 2%. Since the group 8 rods change position,3

i '

several times during the test, this condition should have been located
I in the li=its and precautions section and not have required a sign off.
[ It was an oversight that the step was not signed off.
I

1 2. TP/2/A/0800/2, Step 12.1.5a is not docu=ented on Enclosure 13.1 as
| required by the procedure.

J,. ,

y Response:
1

r

| Step 12.2 of procedure TP/2/A/0800/2 specifies that Nuclear Instrumen- I

s tation adjust =ents frca 0 to 15% of rated power be perfor=ed by the ,

i applicable step 12.1.6.1 through 12.1.9.1 of procedure TP/2/A/0800/23. L

J Steps 12.1.5.a through 12.1.5.d of TP/2/A/0300/2 correspond to the
applicable steps 12.1.6.1 through 12.1.9.1 of TP/2/A/0800/23. In this

! instance, step 12.1.6.1 was not necessary; hence, step 12.1.5.a was no:
required and there was no data tc trancfer to enclosure 13.1. Step

j 12.1.Sa hould aave been =arked NR (not required).

3. IP/2/A/0800/02, Enclosure 13.3 for 100% power, Step 13.3.2 calculation
; of radial quadraat tilt was not perforced.

i .

q Response:

i Step 13.3.2 is the introducticn of the precedure for determining radial
j quadrant power tilt. The step which allegedly was not completed is
j provided as an exa:ple. Substeps 13.3.2.1 e~' 13.3.2.2, which provide
; for the actual calculation, were properly completed.

I 4. No succary for the 40% or the 100% plateau's were written:
' Response:

3 No test summaries for the 40% and 100% plateaus were prepared as they are
!

'

not required by precedure. The su ries prepared for the 15% and 75%
plateaus were provided in response to a request from the Station Review

|Cet ittee. Test Procedure TP/2/A/CS00/2 is used to document calibration
J of equipment, and TP/2/A/0300/23 evaluates the system perforcance.
i

Very truly yours,

dhaer;
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: A. C. Thies
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